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1 . Introduction
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Dedicated to Ulrich Bonse on the occasion of his 60th birthday

A scintillating glass electromagnetic calorimeter consisting of 3 X 3 moduls of 8X8X66 cm3 each has been studied with electrons
in the energy interval 14.7 MeV< E < 6000 MeV. An energy resolution of aE /E[%] = 1 .6 2/E[GeV]+1 .0 2 was achieved. The
spatial resolution turns out to be of the order a = 4 to 8 mm depending on the impact point and the angle of incidence; it improves
with increasing energy . The observations are in excellent agreement with the result of an EGS Monte Carlo simulation of the detector
including optical effects and photoelectron statistics .

The new generation of detectors proposed for B-fac-
tories include a powerful electromagnetic calorimeter
which combines good energy and spatial resolution with
large efficiency for low energy (> 10 MeV) photon
detection [1,2] . In addition the detector material should
have a high radiation resistance and the mechanical
handling should be easy . Scintillating glasses are poten-
tially capable of yielding in the energy region of interest
a resolution comparable to Csl(TI) [3,4] and BGO [5] at
a much lower price . We have built and tested an array
of 3 X 3 scintillating glass blocks with an area of 8 X 8
cm 2 and a length of 66 cm each . The response of this
electromagnetic calorimeter to electrons with energies of
14 .7 MeV< E< 6000 MeV has been studied. We report
on the optical properties, the long term behaviour and
on the energy and spatial resolution achieved . The
measurements are compared to Monte Carlo simula-
tions of the detector .

2. Optical properties of the scintillating glass

The composition of the scintillating glass HED-1
used in this experiment is shown in table 1 [6] . The
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small component of K20 produces an activity of 2.6
Bq/cm3 , which is negligible for our purposes . The radi-
ation length is mainly determined by BaO while the
scintillating component is Ce203 . The parameters char-
acterizing the electromagnetic shower development in
the glass are collected in table 2. For comparison the
corresponding values of the scintillating glass SCGl-C
[7], whose properties have been extensively studied in
other experiments [8-13] are included.

Three factors determine the energy resolution of a
homogeneous calorimeter namely intrinsic shower
fluctuations, leakage fluctations and the amount of light
produced in the shower counter [14] . The number of
photons n Y per MeV energy deposited is therefore of
great interest . However, this number is not directly

Table 1
Composition of HED-1

Contents [wt.%]
BaO 44.2
Si02 42 .0
Mg0 4.0
L'20 3.8
K20 3.0
Ce 203 1.6
P205 1.2
LiF 0.5
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Table 2
Properties of different counter materials ; the numbers given for HED-1 have been determined in the present experiment

accessible to experiments, in contrast to the number of
photoelectrons nPe produced at the cathode of the
photomultiplier, which represents the effective light out-
put of the counter. To derive n,� the emission spectrum,
the optical absorption length N0P and the refractive
index of the material have to be known.

The fluorescence spectrum (fig . 1) of a 3 X 3 X 3 cm3
glass block excited with UV light was measured using a
monochromator [15] . The absorption of this glass block
was studied in a transmission experiment . The resulting
transmission curve is included in fig. 1 . The spectral
distributions fit nicely with the spectral efficiency of
standard phototubes .

The technical absorption length wt of the glass was
determined with the setup shown in fig. 2 [16] . An
electron beam (E = 3 GeV) entered a shower counter
module in its lateral plane at a given distance z from
the photomultiplier tube (Valvo XP 346213). In fig. 2 the
measured peak values of the pulse height spectra are
plotted as a function of the distance z between the
impact point and the cathode plane of the phototube.

Fig. 1
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Two components are expected to contribute : the light
emitted in the direction of the phototube plus the
component emitted into the opposite direction and re-
flected at the end of the module opposite to the photo-
tube . Hence one expects the following dependence of
the light output as a function of z:

I=lo l(1-d) exp(-
2c

-zl
+d exp(

	

z )
J

,

	

(1)
At

	

At

where c denotes the length of the glass block. Devia-
tions of the data from eq . (1) are expected at small
distances z < 10 cm, due to the large contribution of
direct light. Fitting expression (1) to the measured data
(fig . 2) (z > 10 cm) one gets

li t = 77 ± 8 cm.

	

(2)

The observed distribution can be reproduced by a
Monte Carlo calculation taking into account the total
reflection, the reflection at the aluminium foils covering
the scintillating glass modules and the absorption length
of the light in the glass of (Ft0P) = 89 em . The latter

O
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Fluorescence spectrum (open circles) and transmission spectrum (black dots) of a HED-1 glass block of 3 X 3x3cm3.

HED-1 SCGl-C SF5 SF6 Csl(Tl)

p [g/cm3] 3.44 3.49 [9] 4.07 [6] 5.18 [6] 4.53 [3]
Xo [cm] 4.12 4.12 [9] 2.55 [6] 1.70 [6] 1.85 [3]
RM [cm] 3.9 3.17 2.70 3.8 [5]
e, [MeV] 22 .0 16 .9 [6] 13 .1 [6] 10.2 [5]
n d (587 .6 nm) 1.609 1 .673 [6] 1.805 [6]
decay const. [ns] 87+5 70 [9] 1000 [3]
~' Peak [nm] 435 430 [9]
n Pe/MeV 12.5±1 .2 3±0.2 [13] 0.6+0.05 0.9+0 .1
n,/MeV 330±42 100±20 [13] 4.5 x 104
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Fig. 2 . Light collection as a function of the distance from the photomultiplier .

value is compatible with the optically determined ab-
sorption length [16] . This result demonstrates that the
simulation of the light collection used in the present
analysis is well under control .
We have exploited the possibility to simulate the

light production and collection to determine the effec-
tive number of photons per MeV deposited energy
produced by a minimum ionizing particle in the glass :

Trigger

# 8

HED-1

where
n,, = effective number of photons produced,
n pe = number of photoelectrons detected,
E pe = photocathode efficiency,
E~, = light collection efficiency.
Due to the longitudinal shower development, Eeol will
slightly increase with the energy of the incoming par-
ticles .

Three independent measurements lead to consistent
results . The number of photoelectrons produced by
cosmic rays in a glass block of 3 X 3 X 3 cm3 amounts
to 29 ± 3 photoelectrons per MeV deposited energy .
Considering the photocathode efficiency and simulating
the light collection in the glass block we arrive at a
number of 270 ± 46 photons produced per MeV in the
glass block . A similar measurement of the number of

Z [MM]
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photoelectrons per MeV deposited by a high energy
electromagnetic shower (E = 3 GeV) (see section 3.2 for
details) yields 12 .5 photoelectrons/MeV . Simulating the
shower process and the light collection for this geome-
try one derives a number of 325 ± 65 photons per MeV.
The average photocathode efficiency has been de-
termined to E pe = 0.22 ± 0.02. The light collection ef-
ficiency is Eeoi = 0.12 ± 0.005 at 40 MeV and 0.174 ±
0.014 at 3 GeV electron energy for a glass block of
8 X 8 X 66 cm3 . A third method employed to determine
this number follows from the study of the energy resolu-
tion of the electromagnetic calorimeter at low energies
(15-42 MeV) as discussed in detail in section 3 .4 . From
this analysis a number of n,,= 335 ± 51/MeV is de-
rived. Comparing this light output with other presently
used shower detectors (table 2) demonstrates the im-
provement to be expected from the use of the new
material .

3 . Calorimetry

3.1 . Experimental setup

The measurements have been performed with a 3 X 3
matrix of scintillating glass counters of 8 X 8 X 66 cm3
each. The modules were wrapped separately into an
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PM XP3462B

Fig. 3 . Layout of the calorimeter setup in the test beam.

aluminium foil and covered by a light tight shrinking
tube . Each module was viewed from one end by a
phototube (Valvo XP 3462B), the gain of the tube was
monitored by a LED fixed in front of the photomulti-
plier. An artists view of the setup is shown in fig . 3.
Measurements were performed with electrons at the
DESY synchrotron (1 GeV < E< 6 GeV) [15] and at
the betatron of Dortmund University (15 MeV < E < 43
MeV) [16], which allowed to study the response of the
shower counter in the whole energy interval of interest
for a B-factory . The impact point of the beam was
defined by two crossed scintillation counters to an area
of 0.5 x 0.5 cm2 . The data were recorded by CAMAC
ADCs [17] . They have been corrected for the small
nonlinearity of the ADC response, which was de-
termined separately with a pulser . The modules were
intercalibrated by determining separately their response
for central impact of the electron beam .

DATA

0.000
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Fig. 5 . Pulse height spectrum of the central counter at

3.2. Energy response

10 mV/cm
10 ne/cm
1 GeV
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Fig. 4. Scintillation pulse recorded with an oscilloscope.

Two components of light are expected to contribute
to the observed signal : a fast pulse due to Cherenkov
radiation and slower component due to scintillation
light. Both components are observed as shown by the
signal detected with an oscilloscope (fig . 4) . The narrow
spike is due to Cherenkov radiation followed by an
exponential decay of the scintillation light with a life-
time of 87 ± 5 ns . The graphical integration of this
signal shows that < 10% of the total signal is due to
Cherenkov radiation. Note that this interpretation of
the spike was checked by analyzing the data collected
with the setup of fig. 2, where indeed no spike was
observed .
A typical pulse height spectrum recorded at an en-

ergy of 3 GeV is shown in fig . 5. For comparison, the
results of an EGS Monte Carlo calculation [181 are

900 . 950 . 1000 .
ADC-CHANNELS

an energy of 3 GeV (full histogram) and the EGS simulation (dashed
histogram).
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Fig. 6. Pulse height spectrum of the central counter at an energy of 42 .5 MeV (full histogram) and the EGS simulation (dashed

histogram) .
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Fig. 7. Measured mean pulse height as a function of the electron energy for the central counter (open squares) and the whole matrix
(circles) .

DATA

O SIMULATION

e

Fig. 8. Measured mean pulse height normalized to 3 GeV as a function of the electron energy for data (black circles) and the EGS

simulation (open circles) .
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Fig. 9. Measured mean pulse height per MeV as a function of the electron energy for the central counter (black circles) and the whole
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Fig. 10. Number of shower counter modules exceeding the threshold as a function of the threshold normalized to the energy of the
incoming particles.
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Fig. 11 . Detection efficiency as a function of the threshold normalized to the energy of the incoming particles .
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included, which do not include contributions of the
limited beam resolution . In fig . 6 the corresponding
distribution at low energy is given. In this case it is
necessary to consider in the simulation not only the
shower - but also the light-collection process in some
detail . The discrepancy at low pulse heights can be
traced back to multiple scattering in the trigger coun-
ters.

The measured pulse height energy relation is shown
in fig. 7 for the central counter and for the whole
matrix . After normalizing to 3 GeV, a nonlinearity of
1-2% is observed (fig. 8) . It is well reproduced by the
EGS simulation including optical effects in the energy

MATRIX

DATA

o EGS

I

	

I

	

I
4 .0 5 .0 6 .0

E [GeV]

a function of the electron energy (black circles) and the EGS prediction (open circles) . The line shows
the parametrization (4) described in the text .

interval of 1 to 4 GeV and can be attributed to the light
collection (fig . 2) . The discrepancy above 4 GeV be-
tween the simulation and the measurements is due to
saturation effects in the dipole magnets of the testbeam.
For the low energy data the ratio of the pulse height
and the energy is plotted as a function of the energy
(fig . 9) ; this ratio is indeed constant for a single counter
but a deviation is observed for the matrix for energies
below 30 MeV. This trend is reproduced by the full
Monte Carlo calculation including the shower simula-
tion (EGS), the light collection and the statistics of
photoelectron production . The observed deviation from
linearity at very low energies can be explained by the

E [MeV]

701

Fig. 13 . Energy resolution as a function of the electron energy (black circles) and the EGS prediction (open circles) including light
collection . The line shows the parametrization (5) described in the text.
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Fig. 16 . Measured average pulse height as a function of the impact point for 3 GeV.



binomial statistics of photoelectron production and the
digitization of the ADC. Since the energy is mainly
deposited in the central counter hit by the beam par-
ticle, this binning effect is of special importance for the
neighbouring counters. Therefore the nonlinearity is
only observed for the summed signal of the whole
detector matrix .

3.3 . Performance and efficiency

In a large detector, where thousands of shower coun-
ter modules are used, a readout threshold is necessary to
avoid contributions from electronical noise or from
instabilities of the ADC pedestal . Only those shower
counters are read out, whose pulse height is above a
threshold after subtraction of the pedestal value. The
performance of a calorimeter is disturbed by this
threshold cut because of the following reasons :
- Thenumber of counters showing a pulse height above

threshold (cluster size) is reduced with increasing
threshold (fig. 10). This has a strong influence on the
spatial resolution of the calorimeter (see section 3.5).

- The reduction in cluster size corresponds to a reduc-
tion of the measured energy. This effect, which is
nonnegligible for energies below 200 MeV, has to be
corrected by the analysis software .

- The loss of energy leads in an additional contribution
to the energy resolution .

- The detection efficiency can be influenced for very
low energies as demonstrated in fig . 11 . A particle is
"detected", when the energy deposition in at least
one shower counter exceeds the threshold .

3.4. Energy resolution

The energy resolution measured at high energies
(E > 1 GeV) is shown in fig . 12 . The data are compared

E
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to the expected resolution as derived from the EGS
Monte Carlo simulation of the shower process taking
into account the uncertainty of the beam resolution of
abeam = (1 .4 ± 0.1)% . The full line shown in fig. 12 cor-
responds to a parametrization of the form

2
(1 .0 ± 0 .12)2 + abeam +

(2 .1 t o.15)

	

.
E[GeV]

The measured energy resolution at low energies is
compared to the expected value of the full Monte Carlo
simulation in fig . 13, which includes EGS shower devel-
opment, light collection and fluctuations in the photo-
electron production . Note that the uncertainty due to
the energy resolution of the beam is less than 1% and
can be neglected. The full line included into fig . 13
corresponds to the parametrization

1 .6+0.08

E[GeV]

The calculated resolution depends sensitively on the
number of effective photons produced per MeV, hence
one can derive from this measurement the correspond-
ing number . As discussed in section 2 the result agrees
perfectly with the number derived from other more
direct methods. In fig. 14 the different contributions
influencing the energy resolution are shown separately .
It follows that at low energies the achievable resolution
is dominated by photoelectron statistics and the binning
effect . Adding up these terms in quadrature, the Monte
Carlo prediction shown in fig . 13 is obtained . In fig . 15
the normalized energy resolution has been plotted for
the whole energy range. The beam resolution of abeam -

60 . 80 .

Y,,, [MM]

Fig. 17 . Reconstructed centre of gravity as a function of the impact point for three different energies.

0 . 20 . 40 .
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Fig . 18 . Reconstructed centre of gravity as a function of the impact point for 3 GeV data (black circles) and the EGS prediction

(open circles) .

(1 .4 + 0.1)% has been substracted from the high energy
data . A fit to the combined data results in

(1 .0+0 .06)2 +
(1 .6 ± 0.08) 2 .

	

(6)
E[GeV]

The energy dependent term of the resolution function is
mainly determined by the low energy data, whereas the
constant term, giving an approximate description of the
leakage fluctuations, is fixed by the data taken at high
electron energies .
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3 .5 . Spatial resolution

To determine the spatial resolution of the calorime-
ter, a vertical scan along the y-axis (see fig. 3) has been
performed with an electron beam . The pulse heights of
three counters are plotted in fig . 16 as a function of the
impact point. Due to lateral leakage, the shower signal
is shared by neighbouring counters . The minima ob-
served in fig . 16 appear at the position of the planes
separating different scintillating glass modules. Sum-
ming up the signal detected in all counters of the matrix

10 . 20 . 30 . 40 .

YIMP lmml
Fig. 19 . Measured spatial resolution as a function of the impact point for three different energies.
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Fig . 20 . Measured spatial resolution as a function of the energy . The curve shows parametrization (8) described in the text.

a homogeneous overall response is observed . The leakage
of the shower into modules neighbouring the counter hit
by the electron can be exploited to determine the im-
pact point of the photon with a higher precision than
expected from the lateral dimensions of the modules. In
fig . 17 we hace plotted the centre of gravity

YPH,y,
Ycoc = Y_ PH,

with
PH, = recorded pulse height in counter i,
Y,

	

=central coordinate in horizontal (vertical) direc-
tion of counter i,

as a function of the impact point y��P for three differ-
ent energies (E= 1, 3, 5 GeV) . The curves fall on top of
each other. In fig. 18 we have compared the data
recorded at E = 1 GeV with the distribution expected
from a shower Monte Carlo calculation, which coin-
cides within the error limits with the data . One can use
the correlation observed in fig . 17 to invert the problem
and derive on an event basis the impact point y;_P from
the measured value of Yc1G, once one has found a
parametrization of the observed correlation . The spatial
resolution of the matrix achieved is given in fig. 19 for
three energies as a function of the impact point in the
central module. Note that the electrons in the experi-
ment impinge orthogonal to the transverse plane of the
module . The experimental results agree with the expec-
tation derived from a Monte Carlo simulation . From
this study and from a comparison with shower counter
modules of different size [2] we conclude that the spatial
resolution depends on impact point, counter size and
energy of the incoming particle . Its energy dependence
is shown in detail in fig . 20 . Note that at high energies
the spatial resolution follows an 1/FE dependence due
to the statistical fluctuations of the leakage. At small

705

energies the achieved resolution is better than the reso-
lution of 8 cm/ 12 expected from the fact that it is
possible to identify the module which was hit by the
incident particle . The function

a
ay [cm] =

	

bE_+1

with
a=(8±0.3) cm/ 12,
b = (3 .3 ± 0.3) GeV- ',
is a reasonable parametrization of the observed resolu-
tion at high energies.

3.6. Long term stability

The deterioration of the scintillating glass by radia-
tion is a potential danger and might inhibit its use in a
storage ring experiment . Therefore the radiation damage
was studied by iradiating 3 x 3 x 3 cm3 glass blocks
with the Dortmund betatron [19] . The radiation damage
was recorded by measuring the light output produced
by cosmic rays in the glass block, the efficiency of the
photomultipliers was monitored with a LED. Three
different measurements were performed depositing an
integrated dosis of 2150, 4300 and 6440 Gy respectively.
No change of the light output within the reproducibility
of the measurement ( ±3%) was observed . The expected
integral dosis in a storage ring experiment is much
lower than the values given above, hence no deteriora-
tion of the scintillating glass should arise from this
potential source of danger during the course of an
experiment .

4. Summary

In summary, we have tested the new scintillating
glass HED-1 in the energy region 14.7 MeV < E < 6000
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Table 3
Energy and spatial resolution achieved for different types of homogeneous shower counters

MeV. As far as linearity, energy and spatial resolution
are concerned, this glass has properties of an almost
ideal calorimeter. The observed behaviour of the
electromagnetic calorimeter agrees with the expectation
based on the simulation of the shower development
(EGS), the light collection and the photoelectron statis-

tics, the latter being of special importance at the lowest

energies . Compared to other homogeneous shower de-
tectors as BGO, CsI(TI), BaF2 and Nal(TI) this glass
has the disadvantage of larger radiation length (factor 2
to 3) and less light output (factor 50 to 500) . However,
this can be compensated by replacing the photodiodes

used for the readout by a photomultiplier, which results

in a comparable energy resolution (table 3) even at low
energies at a much lower price (factor 10 to 20). Scintil-

lating glass (HED-1) is superior due to its perfect homo-

geneity which can be of high importance, as demon-

strated by the fact that for BGO at 40 MeV resolutions
between 1 .7% and 8% have been reported [5], the latter

is comparable to the results of the present investiga-
tions. An additional advantage is the high radiation
resistance of the glass and its short decay constant
(factor 3 to 10). The last fact is of special advantage for
multibunch machines as foreseen in B-factories .
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HED-1 SCGl-C SF5 SF6 CsI(Tl)

"E /E [%] 1.6 2/E+10 2 2.4/FE [91 4.2/vrE- [11,201 3.6/rE [21] V(1.3/v"E +0.7E°3
)
2 +(0.3/E)2 [31

E[GeV] 0.015<E<6 0.02<E<0.12 0.02<E<100 0.3<E<90 0.04<E<5

"E /E [%] 1.46/E+1 .63 [13] 2.8/v/E [41
E [GeV] 1 < E < 25 0.2 < E < 1 .5

a,. [cm] 2.3/ 3.3E+1 1 .4/ 5E+1 [31
E [GeV] 1 <E<6 0.3<E<5


